BACKWASH OF A DREAM
Tide: I Miss my Sisters. Impoverished French family; mousy
wistful litde Marquis and three ugly but lively and independent
younger sisters. Marquis marries a dominating American woman
and setdes in New York. She dies, yet he remains resident there.
Pleasant circle of friends, circumstances of great comfort, but
frequendy laments how he misses those amiable adoring slaves,
his sisters, who have stayed on in the CMteau; and how lonely
he is and how homesick . . . "Ah, la nostalgic!" etc. His friends
wonder (a) why he never mentions that he misses his wife ? (b) why
he doesn't go back to France ? Twenty years later, subtract twenty
from 1939, means he married and left France in 1919, means he
has not seen his sisters for twenty years. The war. German occupa-
tion of France. Sisters get away and turn up in New York as
refugees. End with twist showing tide bitterly ironic. Final
tableau, death of litde Marquis, worn out. Sisters at bedside.
And here, at greater length in my rough note-book, is the
account of an experience of my own which I thought might one
day work up into quite an effective story. As it happens, it is
infused with that strangeness and irrelevance, links lost between
motive and action, which we laadly comprehend in the word
"dreamlike". That is why I shall tell it as though I wore striving
to remember a dream slipping away like water down the waste;
the characters inconsequent in their exits and their entrances,
unreal in their behaviour.
We were on our way to Norwich first, and the Broads after-
wards. The Maidands, Sylvia and Lionel, had already met Jennie
once or twice, but not Orlando, and it was their suggestion we
should stop for drinks at Felicia's where they would be staying;
High Lading wasn't more dian eight or nine miles out of our way,
just over the border into Suffolk. "What time, roughly, shall
I tell them to expect us ?" Jennie thought about six, as we weren't
leaving London till after lunch; so I telephoned Sylvia Maidand,
and she said endmsiastically that six o'clock would be simply lovely,
and that she was dying to meet Orlando, not so much because
he was a famotis poet but because everything she had heard about,
tnm was so exciting. She was sure he'd love Felicia's house, and
she was sure that he and Lionel would hit it off terribly well.
Then, too, it would be so good for Felicia . . .
I was rather puzzled; why should a visit from Orlando be so
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